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• Thomas Jefferson Laboratory 
• The CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer

• The Hyperon-Nucleon Interaction via exclusive photoproduction 
reactions
• Recent Results on Λp
• Upcoming Results on Σ-p and Λd
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• Summary and Outlook
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Why study the Hyperon Nucleon Interaction?

• The understanding of both nucleon-nucleon and Hyperon-nucleon 
potential is necessary in order to have a comprehensive picture of the 
strong interaction

• Understand composition of neutron stars

• Understand hypernuclear structure and hyperon matter

• Extend NN to a more unified picture of the baryon-baryon interaction
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The Hyperon Puzzle

• Hyperons are expected to appear 
in the core of NS at ρ ~ 2 – 3 ρ0

• Hyperons soften the EoS à
Reduction on maximum NS mass

• Observation of NS with MG>2Ms is 
incompatible with such soft EoS à
Hyperon Puzzle
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potential, where the resulting maximum neutron star mass turned out to be below 1M�
(red line in Figure 5).
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Figure 4. Neutron star matter compositions (left panel) and corresponding EOSs (right panel) as a
function of the baryonic density, for the AFDMC calculations proposed (adapt from Ref. [215]). See
text for details.
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Figure 5. Mass-radius relations according to the AFDMC calculations proposed in Ref. [215]. The
observed pulsars PSR J0348+0432 [103] and PSR J0740+6620 [104] which are represented by yellow
and purple bands respectively indicate the uncertainty on the measurement. See text for details.

In Ref. [215] was reported a Monte Carlo calculation of neutron matter with nonva-
nishing concentrations of L-hyperons including neutron-neutron (nn), neutron-neutron-
neutron (nnn), neutron-L (nL) and neutron-neutron-L (nnL) interactions. Specifically
in order to describe the nn and the nnn interactions the authors employed the AV6’ and
the UIX potentials. Concerning the nL interaction, the authors used a phenomenological
potential fitted to the available NL scattering data, while they considered a purely central
repulsive nnL force of the same form of the one present in the UIX interaction. The authors
of Ref. [215] proposed two parametrizations (hereafter I and II) for the nnL force. Such
parametrizations were developed in Ref. [149] with the aim of reproducing the separation
energies of several single-L hypernuclei. The resulting EOSs obtained using the setting
described above are reported in the right panel of Fig. 4. The green line refers to the pure
neutron matter system while the red and blue dashed curves correspond to the EOSs
obtained employing the nL potential alone and the full nL+nnL (I) interaction respectively.
The onset of the L hyperon is shown in the left panel of the same figure for both the
calculations. Blue lines in the left panel of Fig. 4 refer to the case where the full nL+nnL
(I) interaction was adopted. Using parametrization II (black dots in the right panel of
Fig. 4) the authors found that the effect of the hyperonic three-body force is so large that
L-hyperons do not appear in neutron matter up to a density corresponding to the central
one of a two solar mass neutron star. According to such calculation, this rather simplified
version of the hyperon puzzle is solved by the fact that hyperons are not formed in the core
of neutron stars due to the very strong repulsive effect of three-baryon forces. According to
parametrization I (blue line in Fig. 5), hyperons appear around 2 n0 giving rise to a very
soft EOS and to a quite low maximum mass of the order ⇠ 1.34M�, not consistent with
observations. A similar result was also obtained using of the sole nL potential where the
resulting maximum neutron star mass turned out to be below 1 M� (red line in Fig. 5).

Some years later in Ref. [216] was performed a new calculation in the framework
of non-relativistic BHF approach using realistic NN, NNN interactions derived in chiral
effective field theory (cEFT), supplemented by NL and NNL interactions. Specifically, for
the two-body NN interaction was used the local chiral potential presented in Ref. [217] at
next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (N3LO) of ChEFT which includes the D(1232) isobar
in the intermediate states of the NN scattering. Regarding the NNN force, the authors
made use of the potential derived in Ref. [218] at the next-to-next-to-leading-order (N2LO)
in the local version reported in Ref. [219,220]. I note that this NNN force takes into account
also of the possibility of the D-excitation at the Np vertex. The low energy constants of

Figure 5. Mass-radius relations according to the AFDMC calculations proposed (adapt from
Ref. [215]). The observed pulsars PSR J0348+0432 [103] and PSR J0740+6620 citecro19, which are
represented by yellow and purple bands, respectively, indicate the uncertainty on the measurement.
See text for details.

Some years later in Ref. [216], they performed a new calculation in the framework of
non-relativistic BHF approaches using realistic NN and NNN interactions derived in chiral
effective field theory (cEFT), supplemented by NL and NNL interactions. Specifically, the
two-body NN interaction was used for the local chiral potential presented in Ref. [217] at
the next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (N3LO) of ChEFT, which includes the D(1232)
isobar in the intermediate states of the NN scattering. Regarding the NNN force, the
authors made use of the potential derived in Ref. [210] at the next-to-next-to-leading-order
(N2LO) in the local version reported in Ref. [218,219]. Note that this NNN force takes into
account the possibility of the D-excitation at the Np vertex. The low energy constants
of the NNN interaction were fixed as discussed in Ref. [219], where it was shown that a
good description of nuclear matter can be achieved using that setting. These interactions

Hyperon Puzzle: Possible solutions
YY and YN forces
YNN and YYN three body forces

D. Lonardoni, Phys. Rev. Lett. 114, 092301 (2015)
J. Haidenbauer et al., Eur. Phys. J. A 53, 121 (2017)
I. Vidana, Proc. R. Soc. A 474, 20180145 (2018) 
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The Hyperon Puzzle

YN interaction is poorly constrained 
• Total of <1300 observed Λp à Λ p: Difficulties associated with performing high-

precision scattering experiments with hyperon beams  
• Large uncertainties in the scattering lengths 

Experimental data are needed to place constraints on the interaction 
• Complementary approaches

• Hypernuclear studies
• Final state interactions and two step processes 

a(1S0) = �0.7��2.6 fm

a(3S1) = �1.7��2.15 fm
<latexit sha1_base64="jcfVggXyExLUfzE15wVL9O+ntJE=">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</latexit>
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Exclusive photoproduction reactions

�
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c⌧⇤ = 7.89 cm
⌧⇤ = 2.6⇥ 10�10 s

BR(p⇡�) = 63.9%
<latexit sha1_base64="/P4B0nswSJsE1btFP9tcOx9AZZo=">AAAB/HicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbbRLN8FSqAvLTFvUCkLRjcsq9gKdsWTStA3NZIYkI5RSX8WNC0Xc+iDufBsz7YBa/SHw8Z9zOCe/FzIqlWV9Gqml5ZXVtfR6ZmNza3vH3N1ryiASmDRwwALR9pAkjHLSUFQx0g4FQb7HSMsbXcb11j0Rkgb8Vo1D4vpowGmfYqS01TWzFzeF0Anp3dHhOTwuF6tOHnbNnFW0rIpVtWEMsb7BTiAHEtW75ofTC3DkE64wQ1J2bCtU7gQJRTEj04wTSRIiPEID0tHIkU+kO5kdP4V57fRgPxD6cQVn7s+JCfKlHPue7vSRGsrFWmz+V+tEqn/qTigPI0U4ni/qRwyqAMZJwB4VBCs21oCwoPpWiIdIIKx0Xhkdgr345b/QLBXtcrF0XcnVzpI40mAfHIACsMEJqIErUAcNgMEYPIJn8GI8GE/Gq/E2b00ZyUwW/JLx/gXvUZJW</latexit>

• Two-step process where Hyperon rescatters with 
secondary nucleon

• Kaon identification allows tagging of hyperon 
beam

• 4π detector allows full reconstruction of the event
• Hydrogen and deuterium targets 
Cross sections
• Λp
• Σ-p
• Λd

Cross section approach benchmarked using pp scattering

Polarization observables
• Λn
• Σ-p
• Λd
• Λp
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Thomas Jefferson Laboratory

6-GeV era: 1995-2012

• C.W. electron beam: 2-ns wide bunch 

period, 0.2-ps bunch length

• Polarized Source: Pe ~ 86%

• Beam energies up to E0 = 6 GeV 

• Beam Current up to 200 μA 

Nick Zachariou – CLAS Collaboration 7
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Hall-B: The CLAS detector and Tagger facility

8� < ✓ < 140�

� ⇠ 1.7⇡

�✓ ⇠ 1 mrad

�� ⇠ 4 mrad

�p/p ⇠ 1%

Fig. 1. Overall geometry of tagging system. Important details referenced in the text include the shape of the magnet pole, the
straight-ahead photon path through the magnet yoke, and the relative locations of the hodoscope E- and ¹-planes. Also shows `typicalaelectron trajectories labeled according to the fraction of the incident energy that was transferred to the photon.

PACS: 29.30.Kv; 29.40.Mc; 29.70.Fm

Keywords: CLAS; Photon tagger; Photon beam; Scintillator hodoscope; Time-based logic

1. Introduction

We report the design, construction, and commis-sioning of the photon-tagging system now in use inHall B at the Thomas Je!erson National Acceler-ator Facility (JLab) for the investigation of real-photon-induced reactions. The tagger was initiallydesigned to be used in conjunction with theCEBAF (Continuous Electron Beam AcceleratorFacility) Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS)[1], and has subsequently also been used in twoadditional experiments which do not make use ofCLAS. While the descriptions in this paper makefrequent reference to correlations of tagger in-formation with the CLAS detector, it is intendedthat the reader understand that all such discussionshave equivalent application to any otherdownstream detector system for photon-inducedinteractions.
The bremsstrahlung tagging technique for directmeasurement of incident photon energy in photo-nuclear interactions is well established [2}4]. The

JLab system is the "rst photon tagger in the multi-GeV energy range to combine high resolution(&10!"E
#
) with a broad tagging range (20}95%of E

#
).

2. Background and general description

The geometry of our system is sketched in Fig. 1,with additional, more detailed views in Figs. 2 and3. Electrons from the CEBAF accelerator strikea thin target (the `radiatora) just upstream froma magnetic spectrometer (the `taggera). The systemis based upon the electron bremsstrahlung reactionin which an electron of incident energy E
#

is `decel-erateda (scattered) by the electromagnetic "eld ofa nucleus, and in the process emits an energeticphoton (gamma ray). The energy transferred to thenucleus is negligibly small, so the reaction obeys theenergy conservation relation

E!"E
#
!E

!

264 D.I. Sober et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 440 (2000) 263}284

�

e0�
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Improved Λp Elastic Scattering Cross Sections
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.127.272303

4

Reaction
K+

Λ Λ’

p’

π-

p

● Liquid Hydrogen Target

● p, p’, π- detected

● Λp scatter elastically

Target

3

FIG. 1: Pictorial representation of the reaction inside the
liquid-hydrogen target. A two-part reaction occurs where the
incident ⇤ is created at vertex (1), followed by scattering with
a proton at rest in the target at vertex (2), before the ⇤ decays
at vertex (3).

on the photon and final-state particles, vertex tracing,
fiducial region selection, and event trigger e�ciency cor-
rections. The electron beam was bunched into buckets
2-ns apart, which produced the bremsstrahlung photons
also in 2-ns bunches. The final-state particles were fil-
tered using the drift chamber (DC) and time-of-flight
scintillator (TOF) for particle identification. Particle
tracks that did not trace back to the target volume were
removed. Fiducial cuts were applied, which filtered out
data outside the active region of the DC. A Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation was done to model the CLAS detector
in order to measure the reaction acceptance (discussed
below). The simulated events went through the same
analysis as the data and included an additional trigger
e�ciency correction. An intensive study of the trigger
was done [14] and is accounted for in the simulation.

The reaction specific analysis required the reaction
�p ! K+⇤ to be isolated. The scattering ⇤0 was identi-
fied from the combined momenta of its decay products,
p⇡� + pp. These four-momenta produced a mass spec-
trum, shown in Fig. 2a. The peak at 1.115 GeV/c2 cor-
responds to the scattered ⇤0. The peak was fit to a Gaus-
sian function, shown by the dashed line. The data were
selected at ±3� for further analysis (see Fig. 2b). From
the scattered ⇤0 and the other detected proton, the K+

can be identified through the missing four-momentum:

pX = p� + ptgt � (p⇤0 + pp0 � ptgt), (2)

where pX is the four-momentum of the missing mass dis-
tribution, p⇤0 is for the recoil ⇤, pp0 is for the recoil pro-
ton, and ptgt is for target proton. There are two ptgt
terms above, which come from the two target protons at
vertex 1 and 2 in Fig. 1. This four-momentum gives the
missing mass (MM) spectrum shown in Fig. 2b. There is
a prominent peak at the mass of the K+, 493.7 MeV/c2,
which isolates the first vertex of the two-step process
leading to the ⇤p ! ⇤0p0 elastic scattering. The peak
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FIG. 2: Mass spectrum of the detected proton and ⇡� from
the decayed ⇤0 (top) and the missing mass spectrum of the
initial vertex (bottom). The missing mass spectrum (bottom)
was plotted after the cut was made around the ⇤0 mass (top).
The total fit, peak plus background, is shown by the solid line.
The peak only, a Gaussian, is shown by the dashed line. The
vertical lines frame the data that pass through to the final
analysis.

at the K+ mass was fit to a Gaussian function and a
selection was made at ±3�. The background that exists
to the right of the K+ mass is due to additional particles
produced in the reaction process. For example, some
events may include extra particles such as ⇡0 decay of
higher-mass ⇤⇤ resonances, which were not detected by
CLAS. Those events show up at higher missing mass.

Additional analysis was also required to remove back-
ground from the pp ! pp elastic scattering reaction. This
reaction can happen when the ⇤ decays, followed by an
elastic scattering of the decay proton. This leads to the
same final state that can be misidentified as ⇤p ! ⇤0p0

events. Kinematic calculations were used to remove these
events. Figure 3 shows the missing mass distribution of
the presumed incident ⇤ on the x-axis and that of the
presumed proton on the y-axis, where X is the missing
particle. There are prominent bands at the mass of the
⇤ (vertical band) and the mass of the proton (horizontal
band). At the intersection of these bands there is signifi-
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FIG. 1: Pictorial representation of the reaction inside the
liquid-hydrogen target. A two-part reaction occurs where the
incident ⇤ is created at vertex (1), followed by scattering with
a proton at rest in the target at vertex (2), before the ⇤ decays
at vertex (3).

on the photon and final-state particles, vertex tracing,
fiducial region selection, and event trigger e�ciency cor-
rections. The electron beam was bunched into buckets
2-ns apart, which produced the bremsstrahlung photons
also in 2-ns bunches. The final-state particles were fil-
tered using the drift chamber (DC) and time-of-flight
scintillator (TOF) for particle identification. Particle
tracks that did not trace back to the target volume were
removed. Fiducial cuts were applied, which filtered out
data outside the active region of the DC. A Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation was done to model the CLAS detector
in order to measure the reaction acceptance (discussed
below). The simulated events went through the same
analysis as the data and included an additional trigger
e�ciency correction. An intensive study of the trigger
was done [14] and is accounted for in the simulation.

The reaction specific analysis required the reaction
�p ! K+⇤ to be isolated. The scattering ⇤0 was identi-
fied from the combined momenta of its decay products,
p⇡� + pp. These four-momenta produced a mass spec-
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a prominent peak at the mass of the K+, 493.7 MeV/c2,
which isolates the first vertex of the two-step process
leading to the ⇤p ! ⇤0p0 elastic scattering. The peak
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FIG. 2: Mass spectrum of the detected proton and ⇡� from
the decayed ⇤0 (top) and the missing mass spectrum of the
initial vertex (bottom). The missing mass spectrum (bottom)
was plotted after the cut was made around the ⇤0 mass (top).
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The peak only, a Gaussian, is shown by the dashed line. The
vertical lines frame the data that pass through to the final
analysis.

at the K+ mass was fit to a Gaussian function and a
selection was made at ±3�. The background that exists
to the right of the K+ mass is due to additional particles
produced in the reaction process. For example, some
events may include extra particles such as ⇡0 decay of
higher-mass ⇤⇤ resonances, which were not detected by
CLAS. Those events show up at higher missing mass.

Additional analysis was also required to remove back-
ground from the pp ! pp elastic scattering reaction. This
reaction can happen when the ⇤ decays, followed by an
elastic scattering of the decay proton. This leads to the
same final state that can be misidentified as ⇤p ! ⇤0p0

events. Kinematic calculations were used to remove these
events. Figure 3 shows the missing mass distribution of
the presumed incident ⇤ on the x-axis and that of the
presumed proton on the y-axis, where X is the missing
particle. There are prominent bands at the mass of the
⇤ (vertical band) and the mass of the proton (horizontal
band). At the intersection of these bands there is signifi-
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Order of magnitude higher statistics

an accurate Λ angular distribution was modeled and
variations in the t parameter were used to study the
systematic uncertainty of the acceptance.
The generated events were passed through aMonte Carlo

simulation utilizing the standard GEANT software [18]. The
acceptance of the detector for this two-step reaction ranged
from ∼0.1–2.0% in Λ momentum, over a pΛ range of 0.9
to 2.0 GeV=c.
Beam flux calculations were more involved than for

typical CLAS experiments. Unlike a photon beam or
electron beam that enters the target from one end and is
parallel to the beam axis, the Λ particles are created
throughout the length of the target and have an angular
distribution. The luminosity of the Λ beam can be calcu-
lated by

LðpΛÞ ¼
NA × ρT × l

M
NΛðpΛÞ; ð4Þ

where NA is Avogadro’s number, ρT is the mass density of
the target, l is the average path length of the Λ beam in the

target, M is the molar mass of hydrogen, and NΛ is the
number ofΛ particles in the beam with incident momentum
pΛ. Unlike the photon beam, for the secondary Λ beam, the
average path length (l) and Λ flux (NΛ) cannot be directly
measured.
To calculate the luminosity of the Λ beam, a simulation

was made that generated Λ particles uniformly throughout
the length of the target and within the radius of the photon
beam. The angular distribution was simulated using known
cross sections for the γp → KþΛ vertex [17]. The simu-
lation also must account for Λ particles decaying and
exiting the side of the target. Once the Λ particles were
generated with their initial properties such as momentum,
energy, vertex position, and lab angle, they were propa-
gated through the target. The probability for particle decay
is given by

PðxÞ ¼ exp
!
−
M
p
x − x0

τ

"
; ð5Þ

where PðxÞ is the probability that aΛ survives to the point x
after being created at x0. The momentum of the Λ is p=c ¼
Mβγ (where c ¼ 1) and τ is its lifetime, in order to keep
everything in the lab frame where the experiment takes
place. The path length was then averaged for each gen-
erated particle.
The number of Λ particle NΛ can be calculated using

NΛ
Lγ

¼ dσ
dΩ

ð2πÞ½Δ cosðθÞ&; ð6Þ

where Lγ is the luminosity of the photon beam, and θ is the
center of mass angle of the Kþ particle. The Λ photo-
production cross section σ can be calculated from the differ-
ential cross section dσ=dΩ by integrating over the range of
cosðθÞ which is kinematically constrained by the momen-
tum of the particles. From Eqs. (4) and (6) together with
Eq. (5), the luminosity of the Λ beam was calculated.
Cross sections were calculated for a given momentum

bin and integrated over the full angular range as

σðpΛÞ ¼
YðpΛÞ

AðpΛÞ × LðpΛÞ × Γ
; ð7Þ

where Y is the yield, A is the acceptance for Λ0p0, L is the
luminosity of the Λ beam, and Γ is branching ratio (0.64)
[10]. Figure 5 shows the total cross section as a function of
the momentum of the incident Λ beam. The data from the
present analysis, in solid boxes, are compared to existing
world data [9,19–24]. The vertical error bars represent
statistical uncertainties only.
A study of the systematic uncertainties was done at each

stage of the analysis. The largest source comes from the Λ
beam luminosity calculation and the associated γp → KþΛ
cross sections. This systematic uncertainty is estimated at
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FIG. 4. Missing mass distribution of the secondary vertex
integrated over all momentum ranges (top) and binned in the
incident Λ momentum range 1.3–1.4 GeV=c after sideband sub-
traction (bottom). The solid line in (a) represents the data selected in
the peak region of Fig. 2(a), while the dotted line represents the
sideband region. The solid line in (b) shows the total fit including
the peak, which is fit to a Gaussian function. The dashed line
represents the background, which is fit to a constant.
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where PðxÞ is the probability that aΛ survives to the point x
after being created at x0. The momentum of the Λ is p=c ¼
Mβγ (where c ¼ 1) and τ is its lifetime, in order to keep
everything in the lab frame where the experiment takes
place. The path length was then averaged for each gen-
erated particle.
The number of Λ particle NΛ can be calculated using
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Lγ

¼ dσ
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ð2πÞ½Δ cosðθÞ&; ð6Þ

where Lγ is the luminosity of the photon beam, and θ is the
center of mass angle of the Kþ particle. The Λ photo-
production cross section σ can be calculated from the differ-
ential cross section dσ=dΩ by integrating over the range of
cosðθÞ which is kinematically constrained by the momen-
tum of the particles. From Eqs. (4) and (6) together with
Eq. (5), the luminosity of the Λ beam was calculated.
Cross sections were calculated for a given momentum

bin and integrated over the full angular range as

σðpΛÞ ¼
YðpΛÞ

AðpΛÞ × LðpΛÞ × Γ
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where Y is the yield, A is the acceptance for Λ0p0, L is the
luminosity of the Λ beam, and Γ is branching ratio (0.64)
[10]. Figure 5 shows the total cross section as a function of
the momentum of the incident Λ beam. The data from the
present analysis, in solid boxes, are compared to existing
world data [9,19–24]. The vertical error bars represent
statistical uncertainties only.
A study of the systematic uncertainties was done at each

stage of the analysis. The largest source comes from the Λ
beam luminosity calculation and the associated γp → KþΛ
cross sections. This systematic uncertainty is estimated at
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FIG. 4. Missing mass distribution of the secondary vertex
integrated over all momentum ranges (top) and binned in the
incident Λ momentum range 1.3–1.4 GeV=c after sideband sub-
traction (bottom). The solid line in (a) represents the data selected in
the peak region of Fig. 2(a), while the dotted line represents the
sideband region. The solid line in (b) shows the total fit including
the peak, which is fit to a Gaussian function. The dashed line
represents the background, which is fit to a constant.
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where Y is the yield, A is the acceptance for Λ0p0, L is the
luminosity of the Λ beam, and Γ is branching ratio (0.64)
[10]. Figure 5 shows the total cross section as a function of
the momentum of the incident Λ beam. The data from the
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beam luminosity calculation and the associated γp → KþΛ
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FIG. 4. Missing mass distribution of the secondary vertex
integrated over all momentum ranges (top) and binned in the
incident Λ momentum range 1.3–1.4 GeV=c after sideband sub-
traction (bottom). The solid line in (a) represents the data selected in
the peak region of Fig. 2(a), while the dotted line represents the
sideband region. The solid line in (b) shows the total fit including
the peak, which is fit to a Gaussian function. The dashed line
represents the background, which is fit to a constant.
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L: Path length determined from realistic simulations, 
accounting for beam size and kinematic dependence 
of the photoproduction cross section, as well as the 
decay length of hyperons
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where Y is the yield, A is the acceptance for Λ0p0, L is the
luminosity of the Λ beam, and Γ is branching ratio (0.64)
[10]. Figure 5 shows the total cross section as a function of
the momentum of the incident Λ beam. The data from the
present analysis, in solid boxes, are compared to existing
world data [9,19–24]. The vertical error bars represent
statistical uncertainties only.
A study of the systematic uncertainties was done at each

stage of the analysis. The largest source comes from the Λ
beam luminosity calculation and the associated γp → KþΛ
cross sections. This systematic uncertainty is estimated at
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FIG. 4. Missing mass distribution of the secondary vertex
integrated over all momentum ranges (top) and binned in the
incident Λ momentum range 1.3–1.4 GeV=c after sideband sub-
traction (bottom). The solid line in (a) represents the data selected in
the peak region of Fig. 2(a), while the dotted line represents the
sideband region. The solid line in (b) shows the total fit including
the peak, which is fit to a Gaussian function. The dashed line
represents the background, which is fit to a constant.
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• Background contribution

• γpà p π +π-

• γpà K+Σ0 (Λγ)

• p(Λ)p à pp

analysis. From the scattered Λ0 and the other detected
proton, the Kþ can be identified through the missing four
momentum pX:

pX ¼ pγ þ ptgt − ðpΛ0 þ pp0 − ptgtÞ; ð2Þ

where pΛ0 is for the recoil Λ, pp0 is for the recoil proton,
and ptgt is for target proton. There are two ptgt terms above,
which come from the two target protons at vertex (1) and
(2) in Fig. 1. This four momentum gives the missing mass
(MM) spectrum shown in Fig. 2(b) which shows only
events for the exclusive reaction γp → KþΛ, whereas
Fig. 2(a) shows inclusive Λ production. There is a peak
at the mass of the Kþ, which isolates the first vertex of the
two-step process leading to the Λp → Λ0p0 elastic scatter-
ing. The peak at the Kþ mass was fit to a Gaussian function
and a selection was made at %3σ. The background under
the Kþ peak comes from a variety of sources, similar to the
background under the Λ peak shown above. For example,
some events may include extra particles which were not
detected by CLAS, such as pions that hit the magnet coils.
Those events do not form a peak at the Kþ mass.
Additional analysis was also required to remove back-

ground from the pp → pp elastic scattering reaction. This
reaction can happen when the Λ decays, followed by an
elastic scattering of the decay proton. This leads to the same
final state that can be misidentified as Λp → Λ0p0 events.
Kinematic calculations were used to remove these events.
Figure 3 shows the missing mass distribution of the
presumed incident Λ on the x axis and that of the presumed
proton on the y axis, where X is the missing particle. There
are prominent bands at the mass of theΛ (vertical band) and
the mass of the proton (horizontal band). At the intersection
of these bands there is significant overlap. This region
represents pp elastic scattering events that must be
removed. The band to the right of the overlap is due to
background from other reactions, such as γp → πþπ−p

followed by pp → pp elastic scattering. Data above the
dashed line are rejected, reducing the background along
with removing the pp elastic events. The same cut is
applied to the MC events, so the detector acceptance
compensates for any good events cut from the top of the
Λ distribution.
The pp scattering events were used as a cross check to

verify this analysis. Since many of these events were
detected, it was possible to also measure the pp elastic
scattering cross section, which is well known. This method
yielded consistent results with the world data for pp
scattering.
With the initial reaction γp → KþΛ identified, the

incident Λ could now be isolated using the missing four
momentum:

pX ¼ pΛ0 þ pp0 − ptgt; ð3Þ

where pX is for the missing particle, pΛ0 is for the scattered
Λ0, pp0 is for the recoil proton, and ptgt is for the target
proton. The missing mass spectrum of Fig. 4(a) shows a
prominent peak at the mass of the Λ, 1.115 GeV=c2. This
distribution is plotted using events that pass the above
selections of both the scattered Λ0 and the Kþ peaks, after
subtraction of the background as explained below.
The energy dependence of the cross section was deter-

mined by binning the missing mass spectrum as a function
of the incident Λ momentum. An example bin is shown in
Fig. 4(b). As part of the analysis, the sideband subtraction
technique was used to extract the yield. This was done by
selecting the data to either side of the Λ0 peak in Fig. 2(a),
such that the cut has the same width as that about the peak.
The sideband region should have no scattered Λ events, so
all the data resulting from sidebands were treated as
background and subtracted from the final data. The side-
band subtraction provided a first-order estimate of the
background and provided a better signal-to-noise ratio to
extract a yield of the Λ peak. With this method, most of the
background was removed from Fig. 4(b), leaving only
signal events. The remaining background in Fig. 4(b) was
fit to both a flat line and a second order polynomial. The flat
background was taken as the nominal fit, while the
polynomial acted as a check of the systematic uncertainty
in the fit. The signal peak at the mass of the Λ was fit to a
Gaussian function. The yield was then extracted from the
peak fit, integrating the Gaussian in the %3σ interval.
To get the acceptance of the detector, a simulation must

be done that models the CLAS detector. A custom event
generator was used to produce Λp elastic scattering events
using existing KþΛ cross sections in order to model a
realistic angular dependence [17].
The angular dependence was modeled using the

Mandlestam t parameter. We treat the constant that multi-
plies t in our simulation as a model parameter. By
comparing the t dependence of the simulation to the data,
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FIG. 3. Missing mass scatter plot of the secondary vertex
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missing particle.
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an accurate Λ angular distribution was modeled and
variations in the t parameter were used to study the
systematic uncertainty of the acceptance.
The generated events were passed through aMonte Carlo

simulation utilizing the standard GEANT software [18]. The
acceptance of the detector for this two-step reaction ranged
from ∼0.1–2.0% in Λ momentum, over a pΛ range of 0.9
to 2.0 GeV=c.
Beam flux calculations were more involved than for

typical CLAS experiments. Unlike a photon beam or
electron beam that enters the target from one end and is
parallel to the beam axis, the Λ particles are created
throughout the length of the target and have an angular
distribution. The luminosity of the Λ beam can be calcu-
lated by

LðpΛÞ ¼
NA × ρT × l

M
NΛðpΛÞ; ð4Þ

where NA is Avogadro’s number, ρT is the mass density of
the target, l is the average path length of the Λ beam in the

target, M is the molar mass of hydrogen, and NΛ is the
number ofΛ particles in the beam with incident momentum
pΛ. Unlike the photon beam, for the secondary Λ beam, the
average path length (l) and Λ flux (NΛ) cannot be directly
measured.
To calculate the luminosity of the Λ beam, a simulation

was made that generated Λ particles uniformly throughout
the length of the target and within the radius of the photon
beam. The angular distribution was simulated using known
cross sections for the γp → KþΛ vertex [17]. The simu-
lation also must account for Λ particles decaying and
exiting the side of the target. Once the Λ particles were
generated with their initial properties such as momentum,
energy, vertex position, and lab angle, they were propa-
gated through the target. The probability for particle decay
is given by

PðxÞ ¼ exp
!
−
M
p
x − x0

τ

"
; ð5Þ

where PðxÞ is the probability that aΛ survives to the point x
after being created at x0. The momentum of the Λ is p=c ¼
Mβγ (where c ¼ 1) and τ is its lifetime, in order to keep
everything in the lab frame where the experiment takes
place. The path length was then averaged for each gen-
erated particle.
The number of Λ particle NΛ can be calculated using

NΛ
Lγ

¼ dσ
dΩ

ð2πÞ½Δ cosðθÞ&; ð6Þ

where Lγ is the luminosity of the photon beam, and θ is the
center of mass angle of the Kþ particle. The Λ photo-
production cross section σ can be calculated from the differ-
ential cross section dσ=dΩ by integrating over the range of
cosðθÞ which is kinematically constrained by the momen-
tum of the particles. From Eqs. (4) and (6) together with
Eq. (5), the luminosity of the Λ beam was calculated.
Cross sections were calculated for a given momentum

bin and integrated over the full angular range as

σðpΛÞ ¼
YðpΛÞ

AðpΛÞ × LðpΛÞ × Γ
; ð7Þ

where Y is the yield, A is the acceptance for Λ0p0, L is the
luminosity of the Λ beam, and Γ is branching ratio (0.64)
[10]. Figure 5 shows the total cross section as a function of
the momentum of the incident Λ beam. The data from the
present analysis, in solid boxes, are compared to existing
world data [9,19–24]. The vertical error bars represent
statistical uncertainties only.
A study of the systematic uncertainties was done at each

stage of the analysis. The largest source comes from the Λ
beam luminosity calculation and the associated γp → KþΛ
cross sections. This systematic uncertainty is estimated at
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FIG. 4. Missing mass distribution of the secondary vertex
integrated over all momentum ranges (top) and binned in the
incident Λ momentum range 1.3–1.4 GeV=c after sideband sub-
traction (bottom). The solid line in (a) represents the data selected in
the peak region of Fig. 2(a), while the dotted line represents the
sideband region. The solid line in (b) shows the total fit including
the peak, which is fit to a Gaussian function. The dashed line
represents the background, which is fit to a constant.
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an accurate Λ angular distribution was modeled and
variations in the t parameter were used to study the
systematic uncertainty of the acceptance.
The generated events were passed through aMonte Carlo

simulation utilizing the standard GEANT software [18]. The
acceptance of the detector for this two-step reaction ranged
from ∼0.1–2.0% in Λ momentum, over a pΛ range of 0.9
to 2.0 GeV=c.
Beam flux calculations were more involved than for

typical CLAS experiments. Unlike a photon beam or
electron beam that enters the target from one end and is
parallel to the beam axis, the Λ particles are created
throughout the length of the target and have an angular
distribution. The luminosity of the Λ beam can be calcu-
lated by

LðpΛÞ ¼
NA × ρT × l

M
NΛðpΛÞ; ð4Þ

where NA is Avogadro’s number, ρT is the mass density of
the target, l is the average path length of the Λ beam in the

target, M is the molar mass of hydrogen, and NΛ is the
number ofΛ particles in the beam with incident momentum
pΛ. Unlike the photon beam, for the secondary Λ beam, the
average path length (l) and Λ flux (NΛ) cannot be directly
measured.
To calculate the luminosity of the Λ beam, a simulation

was made that generated Λ particles uniformly throughout
the length of the target and within the radius of the photon
beam. The angular distribution was simulated using known
cross sections for the γp → KþΛ vertex [17]. The simu-
lation also must account for Λ particles decaying and
exiting the side of the target. Once the Λ particles were
generated with their initial properties such as momentum,
energy, vertex position, and lab angle, they were propa-
gated through the target. The probability for particle decay
is given by

PðxÞ ¼ exp
!
−
M
p
x − x0

τ

"
; ð5Þ

where PðxÞ is the probability that aΛ survives to the point x
after being created at x0. The momentum of the Λ is p=c ¼
Mβγ (where c ¼ 1) and τ is its lifetime, in order to keep
everything in the lab frame where the experiment takes
place. The path length was then averaged for each gen-
erated particle.
The number of Λ particle NΛ can be calculated using

NΛ
Lγ

¼ dσ
dΩ

ð2πÞ½Δ cosðθÞ&; ð6Þ

where Lγ is the luminosity of the photon beam, and θ is the
center of mass angle of the Kþ particle. The Λ photo-
production cross section σ can be calculated from the differ-
ential cross section dσ=dΩ by integrating over the range of
cosðθÞ which is kinematically constrained by the momen-
tum of the particles. From Eqs. (4) and (6) together with
Eq. (5), the luminosity of the Λ beam was calculated.
Cross sections were calculated for a given momentum

bin and integrated over the full angular range as

σðpΛÞ ¼
YðpΛÞ

AðpΛÞ × LðpΛÞ × Γ
; ð7Þ

where Y is the yield, A is the acceptance for Λ0p0, L is the
luminosity of the Λ beam, and Γ is branching ratio (0.64)
[10]. Figure 5 shows the total cross section as a function of
the momentum of the incident Λ beam. The data from the
present analysis, in solid boxes, are compared to existing
world data [9,19–24]. The vertical error bars represent
statistical uncertainties only.
A study of the systematic uncertainties was done at each

stage of the analysis. The largest source comes from the Λ
beam luminosity calculation and the associated γp → KþΛ
cross sections. This systematic uncertainty is estimated at
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FIG. 4. Missing mass distribution of the secondary vertex
integrated over all momentum ranges (top) and binned in the
incident Λ momentum range 1.3–1.4 GeV=c after sideband sub-
traction (bottom). The solid line in (a) represents the data selected in
the peak region of Fig. 2(a), while the dotted line represents the
sideband region. The solid line in (b) shows the total fit including
the peak, which is fit to a Gaussian function. The dashed line
represents the background, which is fit to a constant.
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Improved Λp Elastic Scattering Cross Sections
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.127.272303

4

Reaction
K+

Λ Λ’

p’

π-

p

● Liquid Hydrogen Target

● p, p’, π- detected

● Λp scatter elastically

Target

Calculation at next to leading order from chiral 
effective field theory  (Haidenbauer Eur. Phys. J. A 56, 91 
(2020))

Order of magnitude higher statistics

J. Haidenbauer and U.-G. Meißner, Phys. Rev. C 72, 044005 (2005)
T. A. Rijken, V. G. J. Stoks, and Y. Yamamoto, Phys. Rev. C 59, 21 (1999).
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Approach confirmation via pp scattering
The Reaction to be measured at CLAS

Photon beam

pion

nucleon

deuteron

recoil 
pion

40 cm

Liquid Hydrogen

Preliminary results (red diamonds = CLAS):

Note: statistical errors are 
about the size of the points.

Systematic uncertainties are 
of the order of 10%, mainly 
due to the global 
normalization uncertainty.

Points at higher beam energy 
can be extracted, given time.

1909

Fig. 1. - Energy dependence of the total cross-section for
the reaction pp ==&#x3E; pp1To compared with existing data.

Meaning of symbols :

Fig. 2. - Energy dependence of the total cross-section for
the reaction pp =&#x3E; np 7T + compared with existing data.

Meaning of symbols :

Fig. 3. - Energy dependence of the total cross-section for
the reaction pp =&#x3E; d 7r I compared with existing data.

Meaning of symbols :

Fig. 4. - Energy dependence of the total cross-section for
the reaction pp =&#x3E; pp ir + ?r’ compared with existing data.
Meaning of symbols :

the fit becomes uncertain beyond this energy. This
reaction gives an important contribution to the total
inelastic cross-section at higher energies (Fig. 11).

Statistical uncertainties -> size of marker
Systematic uncertainties of the order of 10%
Additional points at higher energies -- TBD
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Σp Elastic Scattering Cross Sections

Approach identical to Λp channel 

The Reaction to be measured: S-proton scatt.

Photon beam

K+p-/+

S+/-

recoil proton

recoil 
S+/-

40 cm

Liquid Hydrogen
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Recent results from JPARC Phys. Rev. C 104, 045204
Extend momentum range
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FIG. 16. Differential cross sections for four momentum regions derived from different methods and background structures.
The closed points and open points were obtained from BG1 obtained from the simultaneous fit for all four ∆E,∆p spectra
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dependent and z vertex averaged methods, respectively.
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This work
E289
Chiral EFT
fss2
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FIG. 17. Differential cross sections obtained in the present experiment (black points). The error bars and boxes show
statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. The red points are averaged differential cross sections of 400 < p (MeV/c)
< 700 taken in KEK-PS E289 (the same points are plotted in all of the four momentum regions). The dotted (magenta),
dot-dashed (blue) and solid (yellow) lines represent the calculated cross sections by the Nijmegen ESC08c model based on the
boson-exchange picture, the fss2 model including QCM and the extended χEFT model, respectively.
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ΛNN Elastic Scattering Cross Section via Λd

• Cross section determination:

• pΛ >0.7 GeV/c

• cos(θ) between -0.6 and 0.9

• > 4000 events

19

Results

M
Λ,scat

M
beam

● Analysis performed on g13a subset of g13 data

– 2000 Λd elas�c sca�ering events in g13a

– 4000 expected in all of g13

● Possible enhancement around Σ0 mass in Mbeam

– mΣ = 1.1926 GeV/c2 

– May allow for Σ0d → Λd reac�on 
measurements

20

Results

● sdΛ = (Pd + PΛ)2 = md
2 + mΛ

2 + 2(EdEΛ – pd • pΛ)

● WdΛ = √sdΛ

● Can expect cross-sec�ons determined in the 
regions:

– pΛ above 0.7 GeV/c 

– WdΛ between 3 GeV2 and 3.8 GeV2

– cos(θΛ
CM) between –0.6 and 0.9 

Brandon Tsumeo, Yordanka Ilieva - USC
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Polarisation observables in Hyperon 
Photoproduction
d�

d⌦
=�0{1� Plin⌃ cos 2�+ ↵ cos ✓x(�PlinOx sin 2�� PcircCx)

� ↵ cos ✓y(�Py + PlinT cos 2�)� ↵ cos ✓z(PlinOz sin 2�+ PcircCz)}

Beam Polarisation
Linearly polarized

Circularly polarized

Λ Recoil Polarisation
Self-analysing power

α=0.75
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Polarisation Observables Λn

• Existing YN models allow the calculation of 
single and double polarization observables

• Two YN potentials (NSC97F and NSC89) give the 
correct hypetrition binding energy

• NSC97F and NSC89 lead to very different 
predictions of polarisation observables at some 
kinematics

POLARIZATION OBSERVABLES IN EXCLUSIVE KAON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 74, 034002 (2006)
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FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 9, except for kaon lab angle θK = 17◦.

in the next subsection. In Fig. 2 we also see the FSI effects
around the "N and the #N thresholds. Around the #N
threshold, the NSC97f result shows a prominent cusp-like
structure, whereas the NSC89 one displays only a little
deviation from the PWIA result. This fact can be traced back
to the location of the S-matrix pole for the "N -#N system
around the #N threshold, the full detail of which has been
discussed in Refs. [6] and [26]. The structure produced by
NSC97f with different "N -#N partial wave contributions is
enlarged in Fig. 3. The line indicated by Jmax = 0 incorporates
the 1S0 and 3P0 components and Jmax = 1 includes all the
partial waves up to J = 1. It shows that the J = 1 state is
responsible for this structure, which is consistent with the
known fact that the S-matrix pole mentioned above exists in
the 3S1-3D1 state.

In Fig. 4, the inclusive cross sections for three different
kaon lab angles, i.e., θK = 1◦, 10◦, and 20◦, are shown, where
the cross section maxima shift as the kaon angle increases.
We confirmed that, in contrast to the θK = 1◦ case, the cross
sections at θK = 20◦ have little YN FSI effects in the region of
pK larger than 750 MeV/c. Also we verified that the Jmax = 1
results are converged with regard to the angular momentum
decomposition of the YN system throughout the figures for the
inclusive cross sections.
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FIG. 12. Differential cross section and polarization observables
Py, Cz, Cx , and # for the 2H(γ , K+#−)p process as functions of the
# angle θ ′

# . The kaon lab momentum and angle are fixed at pk = 860
MeV/c and θK = 1◦. The YN interaction NSC97f is used and different
partial wave contributions are shown. The available # lab angles are
limited to less than θ ′

# = 21◦.

Finally, in Fig. 5 we give the three-dimensional plots of the
inclusive cross sections as a function of lab kaon momentum
pK and angle θK , where individual contributions of the
"n,#0n, and #−p processes are also shown. On the plane of
pK = 750 ∼ 1000 MeV/c and θK = 1 ∼ 20◦, we can identify
the area where the cross sections are large. In particular, the two
peaks seen in Fig. 1 form two ridges in the pK − θK plane, and
it is confirmed that these ridges run along the pK − θK values
which satisfy the QFS condition.

B. Exclusive observables

There are many ways to present exclusive observables
including the polarization ones. Here, we show five ob-
servables, i.e., differential cross section dσ/dpKd&Kd&Y ,
hyperon polarization Py , double polarizations Cz and Cx ,
and the beam polarization asymmetry #, as a function of the
hyperon angle for fixed kaon momentum and kaon angle. As
kaon momenta, we select pK = 975 MeV/c (just above the
"n threshold), 944 MeV/c (close to the " QFS peak), 870 and

034002-7

K. Miyagawa et al., Phys. Rev. C 74, 034002 (2006)
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Polarisation Observables Λn

d�
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Polarisation Observables Σp

𝑝

𝐾! Σ"

• Results extrapolated to zero missing-momentum agree with QF 
study

• Large dilutions at higher missing momenta due to FSI

• Relative dilutions can be attributed to the various FSI contributions

• Different reaction mechanisms cause unique combinations of 
• ΣK(px), ΣΛ(px), and Σp(px)

Nick Zachariou – CLAS Collaboration
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Coming up!!!
Bashkanov Part B2 MuSt  

 

 5 

mass of 2.15𝑀⊙ is already established. This disagreement, named the “hyperon puzzle” (5), remains 
unresolved. There are two proposed solutions. In the first case, one arbitrary compensates soft YN interactions 
with extremely stiff YY and YNN forces. The second case is even more interesting - one declares two neutron 
star generation with hyperons and maximum 1.6𝑀⊙ mass and without hyperons, but with strange quark matter 
core and 2.2𝑀⊙ maximum NS mass (6). In the second case one should expect phase transitions of NS from 
one generation to another. This second case has also resurrected a decades old question about strange quark 
nuggets as a possible solution to the dark matter problem. Regardless, which option is the right one, the only 
way to settle this question is to collect more YN scattering data at low energies. The KL-Facility provides a 
new opportunity to tackle this question. High-intensity neutral kaon beam produce an enormous flux of tagged 
hyperons via 𝐾𝐿 𝑝 →  𝜋+Λ/ Σ0,   𝐾𝐿𝑝 → 𝜋0Σ+, 𝐾𝐿 𝑛 → 𝜋+Σ−, 𝐾𝐿𝑝 → 𝐾+Ξ0, 𝐾𝐿𝑛 → 𝐾+Ξ− reactions. A 

fraction of these kinematically tagged 
hyperons will rescatter inside the cryogenic 
(LH2/LD2) target, providing an abundant 
datset of information on YN and even YY 
interactions (via Ξ𝑁−> ΛΛ / Ξ𝑁−> ΛΣ / 
Ξ𝑁−> ΣΣ reactions). A large acceptance 
detector, like GlueX, enables complete 
reconstruction of these scatter events. This 
gives access to determination of the total 
cross-sections for all channels and to single 
polarisation observables (due to the self 
polarisability of hyperons) and even double-
polarisation observables in YY cases or when 
the initial hyperon is polarised. On Figure 4 
one can see the expected improvement in YN 

total cross-section information with KLF data. This in-target scattering methodology was already tested by our 
group with more stringent photoproduction data (7). Indeed, with 𝛾𝑝 →  𝐾+Λ followed by Λ 𝑝 → Λ𝑝 
scattering, one can establish the feasibility but with insufficient statistical accuracy due to the less favourable 
kinematics, strangeness suppression and limitations to smaller targets due to the much larger trigger rates from 
unwanted backgrounds (target is 2cm diameter in photoproduction vs 6 cm diameter with KLF). 

For the case of secondary hyperon beams, production on liquid deuterium target (100 days approved 
beamtime) extraction of YNN events from the yield is feasible, offering a new route to the crucial measurement 
of Λ𝑑 → Σ−𝑝𝑝, a further major step forward in addressing the NS hyperon puzzle. 

Objectives. Extraction of high precision YN and YY total cross-section and single polarisation observables 
to build reliable hyperon-nucleon potential for justifiable determination of hyperon-nucleon equation of state 
for the neutron star physics/gravitational wave experiments. 

 

Theme 3: The d* hexaquark from photoproduction to neutron 
stars.  

The d* hexaquark photoproduction 
From the work I led in proton-neutron collisions, the d*(2380) hexaquark can be produced at an extremely 

high rate of 10000 particles per second. This makes it the only multiquark state known in nature that can be 
produced with the high event yields necessary to elucidate its structure. Unfortunately, in addition to the 
hexaquarks the beam particles can produce significant background reactions. This can be accepted and 
corrected for if we investigate the basic d* properties, like mass, width, quantum numbers, branching ratios, 
etc… but it is an impediment to obtaining precise information on internal structure. The way out is the d* 
production in the clean and well-controlled environment of photo-induced reactions. To realize the best 
conditions for the d* production I will lead benchmark measurements of the 𝛾𝑑 → 𝑑∗ → 𝑝𝑛 reaction, 
exploiting photon beam polarizations (linear and circular), longitudinal and transverse orientation of the spins 
of the deuteron target nuclei, as well as measurement of polarization of the final state nucleons (pn). For the 
latter I led the construction of a high acceptance nucleon polarimeter (recently successfully commissioned at 
the CrystalBall@MAMI). The first results of these measurements, on nucleon polarimetry (8) and beam spin 
asymmetry (9) have been published recently. We have learned that both proton and neutron are nearly 100% 
polarised when the d* is involved. We have also learned that the d* is likely to have very small quadrupole 
moment, pointing to its compact nature, and likely to be excited predominantly via magnetic octupole transition 

 
Figure 4 : Total cross section for hyperon-nucleon scattering. Magenta 
points indicate the projected measurement and statistical uncertainties 
from KLF and how these compare to existing world data. 

 

• K-Long facility approved – Online 2025
• Compact photon source – 6 order mag. higher 

luminosity
• 3 orders of mag. higher cross section for hyperon 

production
• Access to Cascade-N interaction

Nick Zachariou – CLAS Collaboration 20
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Summary and outlook

• Exclusive hyperon photoproduction provides us with tools to study the 
Hyperon-Nucleon interaction 
• Access to both cross section and polarization observables
• First results on Λp elastic scattering published last year
• Ongoing efforts to establish Σp cross section
• Ongoing efforts to establish Λd cross section à access three body forces
• Polarisation observables provide additional constraints
• KLF facility to open door for doubly strange hyperon interactions with 

nucleons.
• Exciting results in the pipeline!!!

Nick Zachariou – CLAS Collaboration 21
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Thank you
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What is available?
10 51. Plots of Cross Sections and Related Quantities

Figure 51.6: Total and elastic cross sections for pp and pp collisions as a function of laboratory
beam momentum and total center-of-mass energy. ‡el is computed using the nuclear part of the
elastic scattering amplitude [126]. Corresponding computer-readable data files may be found at
http://pdg.lbl.gov/current/xsect/. (Courtesy of the COMPAS group, NRC KI – IHEP, Protvino,
August 2019.)

6th December, 2019 11:48am

15 51. Plots of Cross Sections and Related Quantities

Figure 51.11: Total and elastic cross sections for »p, total cross section for À≠p, and total
hadronic cross sections for “d, “p, and ““ collisions as a function of laboratory beam momentum
and the total center-of-mass energy. Corresponding computer-readable data files may be found at
http://pdg.lbl.gov/current/xsect/. (Courtesy of the COMPAS group, NRC KI – IHEP, Protvino,
August 2019.)

6th December, 2019 11:48am

pp scattering
Λp scattering

Plots from PDG 2018

Total of <1300 observed Λp à Λ p

FIGURE 2. The existing data for the process pp→ pp, from Ref. [2].

The present world data sample for the process Λp → Λp consists of thirteen publications.[8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] Table 1 summarizes the existing world data set for this process. There have been a total

TABLE 1. The existing data for the process Λp→ Λp.

Reference Λ source Detector pΛ NΛp→Λp

Crawford et al. [8] π−p→ ΛK0 LH2 BC 0.5–1.0 4
Alexander et al. (1961) [9] π−p→ ΛK0 LH2 BC 0.4–1.0 14
Groves [10] K−N → Λπ Propane BC 0.3–1.5 26
Beillière et al. [11] K−N → Λπ Freon BC 0.5–1.2 86
Piekenbrock and Oppenheimer [12] K−A→ ΛX Heavy Liquid BC 0.15–0.4 11
Sechi-Zorn et al. (1964) [13] K−p→ ΛX LH2 BC 0.12–0.4 75

Vishnevksiĭ et al. [14] nA→ ΛX Propane BC 0.9–4.7 12
Bassano et al. [15] K−p→ ΛX LH2 BC 1.0–5.0 68
Alexander et al. (1968) [16] K−p→ ΛX LH2 BC 0.1–0.3 378
Sechi-Zorn et al. (1968) [17] K−p→ ΛX LH2 BC 0.1–0.3 224
Kadyk et al. [18] K−Pt→ ΛX LH2 BC 0.3–1.5 175
Anderson et al. [19] pPt→ ΛX LH2 BC 1.0–17.0 109
Mount et al. [20] pCu→ ΛX LH2 BC 0.5–24.0 71

of less than 1300 observed Λp → Λp events. All of the experiments used bubble chambers, which limited the rate at
which data could be taken. In all of the previous measurements, the incident Λ is created inside a bubble chamber via
some other process (the “Λ source” column in Table 1; the Λ then interacts with a proton within the bubble chamber
to produce the Λp→ Λp event.

DATA-MINING PLAN

A similar approach to this process could be successful today. While the detectors in common usage today do not allow
the complete visualization of events afforded by the bubble chambers used in the older experiments, they have the

Difficulties performing high-precision scattering 
experiments with short-lived beams

Best way to obtain information is through YNàYN

Complimentary approaches: Hypernuclear studies have uncertainties 
associated with medium modification as well as many-body effectsNick Zachariou – CLAS Collaboration 23
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Polarisation Observables

24

Different reaction mechanisms cause unique combinations of 
ΣK(px), ΣΛ(px), and Σn(px)

• determined from generated data

• Kinematic footprint of each mechanism into lookup tables

• Extract from data and determine from comparison with lookup tables   

ML techniques that provides us with kinematic dependence of  FSI-to-total ratios of each 
mechanism

Polarisation observable provides us with means to study YN reducing model dependent 
constraints
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